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Abstract In this work, we extract the natural dye ingredient found in clitoria 

ternatea (CT), and investigate the nonlinear optical absorption of the CT 

freestanding films achieved through doping polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) at scanning 

wavelength of 532 nm. The absorption, Raman spectroscopy, excitation and 

emission spectra of the CT dye and CT/PVA freestanding composite films have 

been measured. The results show an excellent all-optical limiting behavior with 

optical limiting threshold less than 12 mW. This green and cost-effective natural 

dye doped polymer is potentially useful for the fabrication of all-optical limiter 

devices for eye and sensor protection. 

Introduction  
The use of natural dyes is being actively considered nowadays in view of their non-

toxicity and cost-effectiveness. Natural dyes can be extracted from bio-resources 

such as fruits, vegetables, plants, roots, leaves, barks and micro-organisms [1-3]. 

The propagation of laser beam via a material that contains natural dyes and their 

associates can induce nonlinear optical processes that can be useful in all-optical 

limiting devices.  
 

Results and discussion  
The absorption, excitation and emission spectra of the dye were measured. 

Nonlinear optical responses reveal that the CT dye and CT/PVA freestanding 

composite films shows an excellent all-optical limiting behavior, which lead to 

achieve important information in all-optical limiting device such as low optical 

limiting threshold, good optical damage, and dynamic range with values less than 

of 12 mW, 22 mW, and 8 mW, respectively. Thus, the results offer the possibility 

of developing an all-optical limiting. Some of obtained results for all-optical 

limiting can be illustrated in figure. 
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